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Updates  

A Word from your 

National Co-Chairs  

Announcements and 

Housekeeping:  
 

 

 Due to changes in 

leadership in the San 

Francisco Chapter and 

number of alumni, we 

will be consolidating 

chapters in California 

(both the San Francisco 

and Los Angeles 

Chapters) 

 

 We will be launching a 

Leadership Summit for 

leaders within our 

organization. This 

weekend-long summit 

will include leadership 

workshops, speakers, and 

training sessions to build 

leadership skills 

applicable both within 

the HGAN and in our 

professional life. Details 

forthcoming. 

 

 As a reminder, the HGAN 

Portal now has our 

Guidance and Procedure 

Document, Quick 

 

 

 

Reference Guide, and other 

helpful tools! Please check 

out the portal for resources.  

 

 Please attend our monthly 

working session call, see 

the portal for the minutes 

of the meeting and dial-in 

information. 
 

 Help Wanted:                     

The Agora- wonderful 

opportunity to connect with 

other alumni and NHS 

members while working on 

transferable skills 

applicable in all careers. 
 

 Help Wanted:              

Google Grant- learn one 

of the leading platforms for 

advertising and manage 

$10k/month. Great 

experience for your 

resume! 

 

Noël Giglio & Paul Markakis 

National Co-Chairs

 
 

National Hellenic Society | Heritage Greece | Preserving & Celebrating Heritage  

 

THE AGORA 
 

National Hellenic Society | Heritage Greece | Preserving & Celebrating Heritage 

Points of Interest: 

• HG Updates (1) 

• Projects (1) 

• Events (1) 

• NHS Spotlight (2-3) 

• What’s New? (4-5) 

• Op-Eds (6-10) 

• NHS Corner (1) 

 

Current Projects: 
To volunteer for existing 

project or suggest a project 

click here. 
 

Events: 

•  National Hellenic Society 

Heritage Weekend and 

Classic in LA (October) 

• Giving Tuesday (December) 

 

NHS Corner 

This year, the NHS is 

participating in Giving 

Tuesday. This is a global 

movement, fueled by the 

power of social media and 

collaboration. Giving Tuesday 

started as a day for anyone, 

anywhere to give, and it's 

grown into the biggest giving 

movement in the world. 

Details will be announced at 

the Heritage Weekend.  

    

mailto:heritagegreecealumni@gmail.com?subject=Volunteer%20or%20Recommend%20Project
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NHS Spotlight:  
Arthur Dimopoulos  

Honoring Arthur Dimopoulos 

 

Arthur Dimpoulos (“Art”), formerly counsel 

at K&L Gates, is the Executive Director of 

the National Hellenic Society. He lives in the 

greater Washington, DC area with 

his wife, Artemis, and their 

daughter, Thalia.  Thalia 

was a participant in the 

Heritage Greece 

Program and is an 

active alumni member. 

She is currently pursuing 

her Masters Degree at 

George Mason, studying 

Neuroscience.  

 

Art has been involved with the National 

Hellenic Society since its inception.  He 

works tirelessly to further the objectives of 

the organization and is very dedicated to its 

mission.  

Art has been quoted saying that “NHS 

members share something special beyond 

success: a profound appreciation of this bond 

of heritage that ties us to one another, abiding 

appreciation of our parents’ and forbears’ 

sacrifices and the values instilled in us – 

values serving as the wellspring of our 

success: philotimo, hard work, education and 

love. Love of heritage, family, of parea and 

country. Being Greek is about giving back: to 

family, community and society – hallmarks 

of NHS membership. 

 

Passing on the legacy of 

our “Greekness” to our 

children and future 

generations in a world 

competing for our time 

is a challenge when 

viewed within the context 

of modern demographics and 

institutions not keeping apace with 

change. The statistics speak for themselves – 

the “community” we established will 
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continue to evolve and within the 

next two or three generations will 

be unrecognizable.” 

Art is a champion of the NHS 

Flagship Program, Heritage 

Greece.  He refers to all of the 

student participants as his pethia 

(children). He has mentored a few 

of the students through law school 

and into their professional career.  Art 

genuinely believes in the work of the 

program and it shows!  

The NHS will continue the path of making a 

difference in the lives of the next generation 

through programs that inspire, educate and 

engage. Art’s dream for the organization is 

to grow programs such as these to benefit 

substantial numbers of the next generation 

of Greek Americans 

and to empower them 

to be tomorrow’s 

leaders, visionaries, 

and doers.   

 

A BIG THANK 

YOU TO ART!  
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What’s New? 
Love is in the Air 
 

 

 

On June 8, 2019, Noël 

(Giglio) Denice (our 

HGAN National Co-chair) 

married Nicholas Denice. 

Their Koumbaro is Austin 

Cooke (Noël and Austin 

met at the 2013 NHS 

Heritage Weekend and 

Classic. They became 

close friends while serving 

as HGAN National Co-

Chairs). Congratulations! 

 

 

 

 

Heritage Greece Alumni Group Photo 
Paul Markakis (National Co-Chair) 

Austin Cooke, Koumbaro (Former National Co-Chair) 

Noël (Giglio) Denice (National Co-Chair) 

Christina Kazazian (HG 2010) 

Samantha Klonaris (HG 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo of Ceremonial Walk/ 

Dance of Isaiah 
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On June 28, 2019, Tabitha Nicolas and 

Nicholas Amoroso got engaged!  Both are 

leaders within the HGAN, class of 2014 

and 2012 respectively. Nick and Tabitha 

met at the 2014 NHS Heritage Weekend 

and Classic and began dating a year later 

when Nick moved to Chicago. Nick 

popped the question on a boat near the 

Kleftiko caves in Milos, Greece. Their 

wedding will be in the summer of 2021. 

Best Wishes! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On August 16, 2019, Neena and Niko got 

engaged! Neena and Niko met five years ago 

during the Heritage Greece trip. Niko 

proposed in Greece at the top of Lykavitos 

(where the couple had their first date).       

Best Wishes! 

 

 

 

Please let us know what is new with 
you so we can share it with the 
group. Contact us here!  
  

mailto:heritagegreecealumni@gmail.com
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Op Ed: Amplify 
 

From cryptocurrency to fractional ownership 

of commercial real estate, to royalty 

ownership of your favorite musicians, the 

investment landscape of today looks vastly 

different than it did just a few years ago. Our 

fellow Heritage Greece alumni, Bobby 

Kamaris, has a vision to disrupt the music 

industry by changing the way artists are 

financed and democratizing access for fans 

and investors. 

 

Bobby was able to experience Heritage 

Greece during his senior year in 2014 where 

he studied Economics and Accounting at 

Arizona State University. His family comes 

from Kalliani and Vlacherna near Triploli in 

Peloponnesos. “Heritage Greece was the 

most impactful experience I had in my 

undergraduate years. I was able connect with 

my heritage, develop strong lifelong 

friendships, and build a sense of pride for my 

culture,” says Bobby. After Heritage Greece, 

Bobby started his career in investment 

banking and transferred to Ernst & Young in 

Los Angeles where he focused on merger and 

acquisition diligence and assurance.  

 

After moving to Los Angeles, Bobby and his 

partner Adam started to make friends with 

people in the music industry and began to 

uncover the dark side of this industry. Record 

labels have taken advantage of artists by 

controlling their creative freedom, owning 

their master rights, and taking over 80% of 

the royalties they make. “Artists take home 

only 12% of the revenue they generate. As 

the music industry revenue is projected to 

double to over $130B in the next 10 years 

according to Goldman Sachs, our mission it 

to help fix this disparity and empower artists 

with our company Amplify Artists,” 

explained Bobby. 

 

Distribution is cheap and simple today with 

streaming services like Spotify and Apple 

Music while social media gives artists a 

platform to grow and connect with their 

fanbase without a record label. Amplify aims 

to create a movement towards independence 

in the industry by building a platform for 

people to invest in artists. Artists will then 

have capital for their music production, 

music video creation, social media 

advertising, and everything else they need to 

run their business.  

 

Amplify’s goal is to have fans invest 

alongside institutional capital. “Investors 

have been looking for alternative investment 

opportunities to diversify their portfolio and 

find returns. There are dozens of hedge funds 

and investment pools dedicated to investing 

in royalty assets so we see there is demand 

from both the fans and the bigger investors.” 

He notes, “Investing in artists gives investors 

periodic royalty dividends similar to 

dividends you receive when owning a stock. 

By combining our competencies of 

technology and finance together, we believe 

Amplify can bring transparency, profitability, 

and equality to the music industry for artists, 

fans, and investors.” 
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Op Ed: Heritage Greece 
Internship Program 
 

This year, the National Hellenic Society 

launched a new program called the Heritage 

Greece Internship Program (HIP). HIP 

connects selected Heritage Greece 

participants with internships at Greek 

companies, in Greece. 

 

Following the Heritage Greece Program, the 

students selected to participate in HIP 

remained in Greece for a two and a half week 

internship. The participants stayed at the 

American College of Greece throughout the 

duration of their internship. To be considered 

for HIP, applicants applied to Heritage 

Greece early and indicated on their 

application that they were interested in the 

internship opportunity.  The participating 

Greek companies then evaluated and selected 

those applicants. 

 

 
Pictured: Jina and Clio - HIP interns at the 

Benaki Museum 

 

The following organizations participated in 

the program: Athens Partnership, Inform 

Lykos/ Austria Card, Dorian LPG, Benaki 

Museum, Kathimerini, and HOPEGenesis. 

 

 

Pictured: 

Vlasi and 

Caroline - 

HIP interns 

at HOPE 

genesis. 
 

In post 

experience 

interviews, 

the students 

reported 

back that 

these 

opportunities were invaluable. With the 

success of the program this year, the NHS 

hopes to expand HIP next year. 

 

We interviewed, Alexander Stieglitz, who 

interned at Inform Lykos/Austria Card. Here 

is what he had to say about his experience: 

 

Give us some personal background about 

you 
 

I am from 

Flemington, 

New Jersey. I 

am a 

sophomore 

studying 

Mechanical 

Engineering 

at Rowan 

University in 

Glassboro, 

New Jersey.  
 

What did you do during your day-to-day?  

 

I shadowed employees from different 

departments (engineering, production, and 

quality control) and assisted them with their 

day-to-day work activities. I helped in both 

the offices and the factory, helping with the 

press printing as well as digital printing. The 
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most impressive equipment that I was 

exposed to was the HP WidePage Press 

Printer (though I could not operate this 

printer as a very special training is 

required). I also assisted with some of the 

smaller scale distribution like bank/credit 

card statements that were not done with 

packaging machines. 

 

I got a good feel of all the portfolio of 

services and products Inform-Lykos/Austria 

Card offers. I enjoyed my experience very 

much at this dynamic and progressive 

international Greek company. 

 

What did you learn from your internship? 

 

I exponentially improved my Greek, as I only 

spoke and was spoken to in Greek, while 

working the company. 

 

Furthermore, I learned quite a bit about the 

printing industry. From how they secure 

documents such as, country election ballots 

and country lotteries for many European 

countries, to how they scale their orders to 

mass production. It was very interesting to 

see samples of different ballots and tickets 

while I was introduced to the different 

securities measures they embedded in each 

document in accordance with the 

specifications of each country’s government. 

 

If I would change something, it would be to 

extend the internship time to 3-4 weeks. Now, 

I can also say that my first internship was 

very special because it was with a great 

company in a special place like Greece!! 

 

I have “grown” in the 4 weeks of my Hellenic 

adventure. Thank you National Hellenic 

Society and Heritage Greece for this amazing 

opportunity to be one your first HIPIE 

graduates!!!   

 

Pictured: Flora and Lindsay - HIP interns 

at Kathimerini along with Niko Efstathiou 

Media Strategist and Foreign Affairs 

Journalist at Kathimerini 

  

Pictured: HIP last day —Zachary Cotronakis, 

Art Dimopoulos, Vlasi Pappas, Caroline 

Dudunakis, Jina Pappas-Horii and Alexander 

Stieglitz 
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Op Ed: Cliffs of Freedom 
Screening 

Recently, the New York Chapter of the 

Heritage Greece Alumni Network (HGAN) 

held screenings of the film Cliffs of Freedom 

produced by NHS' very own Dean and 

Marianne Metropoulos.  Cliffs of Freedom is 

a historical period drama, romance film that 

tells the story of a conflicted love between a 

young Greek girl from the Peloponnese and a 

Turkish officer during the Greek War of 

Independence against the Ottoman Empire.   

 

The film exhibits the harsh realities of the 

revolution period as well as the courage and 

bravery of the Filiki Etairia that united and 

fought against the Turks despite all odds.  It 

also elicits the emotions of modern-day 

Greeks in the diaspora through its vivid 

portrayal of the sacrifices of the Greek forces  

 

 

to achieve independence and the symbols of 

hope that were necessary for a challenging, 

long-fought victory. 

During one of the screenings, the New York 

Chapter collaborated with the American 

School of Classical Studies, which hosted a 

brief overview about the historical 

significance of the events of the film, 

connecting parts of the story with primary 

and secondary source accounts of the period.  

With the support and organization of the 

NHS, Heritage Greece alumni were also able 

to represent and promote the film during the 

annual New York City Greek Independence 

Day Parade on Fifth Avenue.  While 

marching in the parade donning Cliffs of 

Freedom t-shirts and banners, alumni were 

able to spread the word about the film and 

upcoming NYC showings.  Along with 

thousands of other marchers and spectators, 

we had the chance to celebrate and proclaim 

the 198th anniversary of the declaration of 

Greek independence and showcase a film 

that portrays a perspective of the revolution 

in an artistic and captivating way. 
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Op Ed: Mercy Corps and 
Social Entrepreneurs 

Cynthia Tassopoulos attended the innaugural 

Heritage 

Greece trip, 

in 2010. 

Cynthia is a 

graduate of 

Harvard 

Univesity 

and Emory 

University.  

She 

currently resides in Atlanta. She has focused 

her studies and consulting engagements on 

global health issues. Cynthia enjoys traveling 

the world and listening to podcasts.   

 

This past summer, Cynthia participated in 

Mercy Corps Venutures in Nairobi. Mercy 

Corps makes equity or convertible debt 

investments in social entrepreneurs. This 

organization focuses on ventures pioneering 

solutions in financial services, agriculture, 

logistics, and youth employment. Mercy 

Corps also provides consultation and 

technical support to these ventures. Mercy 

Corps has a global network of 5,000 staff 

across 44 countries, and many relationships 

in both the private and public sectors.  

To date, Mercy Corps has invested in 18 

ventures, with investments ranging from 

$50,000 to $250,000. Some of these ventures 

include:  

Agruppa: (Bogota) a last-mile distribution 

service that delivers fruits and vegetables 

directly to urban mom-and pop shops from 

local smallholder farmers. 

FarmDrive: (Nairobi) expands access to 

credit to underserved smallholder farmers by 

providing modern tech-driven credit   

 

 

assessment tools and digital financial 

services.  

Harvesting: (California) removes critical 

barriers for businesses and financial 

institutions to serve small farmers at large 

scale by addressing information, sourcing, 

scoring, system and support inefficiencies.  

Meridia: (Netherlands and Ghana) an end-to-

end solution for land and property 

documentation for individuals and 

communities in frontier markets, where 

accurate maps and effective land 

administration systems do not often exist. 

NewLight Africa: (Kenya) a direct marketing 

and distribution company that sells socially 

beneficial products to the rural poor. 

Pula: (Kenya) Restructures agricultural 

insurance, using technology to insure the 

previously unbanked, uninsured, untapped 

market of 1.5 billion stallholders worldwide. 

Sokowatch: (Nairobi) a last minute platform 

that enables small shop owners in East Africa 

to stock socially beneficial health and 

consumer goods. 

Wobe: (Jarkata) a mobile platform that 

allows anyone with a smartphone to become 

a sales agent for prepaid phone credits, 

prepaid utilities, and other digital goods and 

services. 


